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A subspace 9 of the hyperspace 2x of a Peano continuum is called a growth hyperspace if ‘9 
contains every order arc (Y in 2x for which n a E %?. If ‘G!?c Xc 2x are growth hyperspaces such 
that X is compact, % is a-compact and dense in x, and the identity map on X is approximable 
by maps into X\‘%, then X is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube and x\(B is homeomorphic to 
Hilbert space, and we call Ce a growth boundary set for X We investigate the existence and the 
nature of growth boundary sets for growth hyperspaces of the types 2x(A) = {FE 2x: F n A f 0} 
and C(X; A) ={ME~~: M is a continuum and MnAZ0}, where AEON. I,n particular, we 
characterize those situations in which there exist growth boundary sets which are f-d cap sets, 
and those situations in which every growth boundary set is a cap set. 
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growth hyperspaces of Peano continua 
boundary sets in the Hilbert cube 
1. Deformation boundary sets in the Hilbert cube 
Let Q denote the Hilbert cube, i.e., any topological copy of the infinite-dimensional 
parallelepiped I” = ny [-1, 11. A compactum Fc Q is a Z-set if for every E > 0 
there exists a map 7: Q + Q\F with d( 7, id) < E. A subset B = Q has the (jinite- 
dimensional) compact absorption property [l] if B can be expressed as the union 
lJ’p Bi of a tower of (finite-dimensional) Z-sets such that for every (finite- 
dimensional) compactum K c Q, every i, and every E > 0, there exists for some j > i 
an imbedding e : K + Bj with d( e, id) < E and e] K n Bi = id. Clearly, this notion is 
topological. Such subsets of Q are referred to as (fd) cap sets. Easy examples in 
I” are given by the subsets 1 = {(xi): lim sup (xi] < 1) and o = {(xi): xi = 0 for almost 
all i}. Anderson showed that all (f-d) cap sets in Q are topologically equivalent via 
self-homeomorphisms of Q. The above examples then imply that every cap set 
contains an f-d cap set, and every f-d cap set is contained in a cap set. Anderson 
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showed also that the subset B(I”) = {(xi) E I”: ]xi] = 1 for some i} is a cap set, and 
that for the Hilbert cube given by the infinite-dimensional ellipsoid Em= 
{(xi) E 1,: 1: (ixi)‘S l}, the subset B(E”) = {(xi) E E”: Cy ( ixi)’ = 1 for some n} is 
an f-d cap set. Since E”\B(E”) = I”\B(I”) = ny (-1, 1) = l,, it follows that the 
complement of every (f-d) cap set is homeomorphic to Hilbert space 12. (For proofs, 
and more general results concerning Q-manifolds, see [5]). An equivalent notion 
of (f-d) cap sets was developed independently by Torunczyk [18], using methods 
of Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] (see also [3]). Toruncyzyk showed that cap sets are 
topologically maximal VZ-sets (countable unions of Z-sets) in Q, and analogously 
for f-d cap sets. Thus, every countable union of (finite-dimensional) Z-sets which 
contains an (f-d) cap set is itself an (f-d) cap set. 
The hyperspace results presented in this paper suggested the following generaliz- 
ation of (f-d) cap sets. A aZ-set B in Q is a boundary set if Q\B is homeomorphic 
to Hilbert space. Various characterizations for boundary sets can be given. The 
simplest of these, for boundary sets which are ARs, takes the following form: a 
aZ-set B c Q is an AR boundary set if and only if there exists a deformation 
h: Qx[O, l]-+ Q with h 1 Qx{O}=id and h(Qx (0, 11)~ B [lo]. Such subsets are 
called deformation boundary sets. Since the f-d cap set UC I m is a deformation 
boundary set, so is every aZ-set containing an f-d cap set. However, there do exist 
deformation boundary sets not containing f-d cap sets [12]. 
There is a tower condition for deformation boundary sets which we will use for 
recognizing (f-d) cap sets. Let (Bi) be a tower of compacta in Q. We say that Q 
deforms through ( Bi) if there exists a deformation h : Q x [0, l] + Q with h]Q X (0) = 
id and such that for every t > 0, h( Q x [t, 11) c B, for some i. The tower (Bi) is 
expansive (respectively, finitely expansive) if for each i there exists for some j > i 
an imbedding ei : Bi x I”+ Bj with ei( b, (0,. . . .)) = b for all b (respectively, an 
imbedding e, : Bi x [0, l] + Bj with ei( b, 0) = b for all b). 
1.1. Theorem [lo]. Suppose a uZ-set B c Q contains an expansive (respectively,_finitely 
expansive) tower of compacta through which Q deforms. Then B is a cap set (respectively, 
contains an f-d cap set). 
2. Growth hyperspaces of Peano continua 
For X a metric space, 2x denotes the hyperspace of all nonempty compacta in 
X, topologized by the Hausdorl? metric. A subspace 9~ 2x is called a growth 
hyperspace of X if 9 contains every element H of 2x such that, for some GE 9, 
H 1 G and each component of H meets G. If in fact % contains every H E 2x such 
that H 2 G for some GE 3, we call 9 an inclusion hyperspace. For each A E 2x, the 
subspaces 2X(A) = {FE 2x: F A A # 0) and 2: = {FE 2x: F 2 A} are examples of 
inclusion hyperspaces, as is 2x itself. The hyperspace C(X) of nonempty subcon- 
tinua of X is a growth hyperspace, as are C(X; A) = C(X) n2X(A), C,(X) = 
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C(X) n 2:, and GA(X) = {F E 2x : F 2 A and each component of F meets A}. Other 
interesting examples of growth hyperspaces are discussed in [8], [15], and [16]. 
If the metric space X is connected and locally continuum-connected, then every 
growth hyperspace of X is an AR (and conversely) [9]. Henceforth, X will dehote 
a nondegenerate Peano continuum. Then the hyperspace 2x is homeomorphic to 
the Hilbert cube [7]. Of course, this does not remain true for arbitrary compact 
growth hyperspaces of X, but certain positive results are known (see [8]). In 
particular, the inclusion hyperspaces 2X(A) and 22 are homeomorphic to Q pro- 
vided, in the latter case, that A is proper. And if X contains no free arcs, the growth 
hyperspaces C(X), C(X; A), C,_,(X), and GA(X) are homeomorphicto Q, provided 
A is proper. Each of these examples is a consequence of the following general result. 
2.1. Theorem. [8]. Let %’ be a compact growth hyperspace of X, and suppose that 
either X contains no free arcs or ST’ is an inclusion hyperspace. Then X- Q if and only 
if {X} is a Z-set in X 
3. Growth boundary sets 
We will be considering compact growth hyperspaces homeomorphic to Q which 
admit deformation boundary sets that are also growth hyperspaces (such sets will 
be referred to as growth boundary sets). The first examples of growth boundary sets 
(using a different terminology) were given by Kroonenberg [14], who showed the 
following: 
(1) {FE~‘~: FnB(I”)#(d} is a cap set in 21m; 
(2) {FE 21m: F is not a Z-set in Y} is a cap set in 21m; 
(3) {FE 2’: dim F = 1) is a cap set in 2’. 
The analogues of (1) and (2) for the hyperspace C(Y) also hold. 
A generalization of (1) was given in [9], in which I” is replaced by a Peano 
continuum X and B(P) by a dense and nowhere dense a-compact subset of X 
which is locally non-separating in X. A theorem in a more general framework, 
subsuming all previous examples involving inclusion hyperspaces, was proved in 
[151. 
3.1. Theorem [15]. Let Ce be a growth hyperspace of X such that $3 is a dense uZ-set 
in 2x. 7hen: 
(i) Ce is a cap set in 2x if either X con tains no free arcs or 93 is an inclusion hyperspace; 
(ii) 3 contains an f-d cap set in 2x if X is a finite graph. 
Among the applications of Theorem 3.1 noted in [15] are the following: 
(4) {FEDS: int F#0} is a cap set in 2x; 
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(5) (FE2”: dim F>O} is a cap set in 2x; 
(6) C,(X) = {F E 2x : F has finitely many components} is a cap set in 2x if (and 
only if) X contains no free arcs; 
(7) C,(X) is an f-d cap set in 2x if X is a finite graph. 
In this paper we investigate the existence and the nature of growth boundary sets 
in hyperspaces of the types 2x (A) and C( X; A). For A = X our results will subsume 
Theorem (3.1), and will show that the finite graph hypothesis in part (ii) is 
unnecessary. 
We begin by considering the smallest dense growth hyperspace in a given compact 
growth hyperspace X of a Peano continuum X. Let S( 2) = {FE X: for some H E Ye, 
F contains a neighbourhood of H and each component of F meets H}. If %’ is an 
inclusion hyperspace, we also define T( x9) = {FE x9: F contains a neighborhood 
of some HE SV}. Clearly, S( 2) is a growth hyperspace and T( %!) is an inclusion 
hyperspace (when defined), with S( %‘) c T( 2). Let d be a convex metric on X 
bounded by 1, and 5 : 2x x [0, l] + 2x the corresponding expansion homotopy defined 
by t( A, t) = {x E X : d (x, A) s t}. Then [(A, 0) = A and t( A, 1) = X for all A. Using 
5, it is easy to verify that the growth hyperspace S(R) is dense in %, and that every 
dense growth hyperspace in X contains S( %). Thus S(X) is the smallest dense 
growth hyperspace in 5Y; we call S(X) the growth skeleton of X Similarly, T(x) 
is the smallest dense inclusion hyperspace in Ye, called the inclusion skeleton of X 
For each i, let S,(X) = {FE X: for some HE Yt’, F contains [(H, l/i) and each 
component of F meets H}. Since 2x and 5V are compact, so is S,(x). Thus 
s(x)=U~ si(xP) is u-compact, and similarly for T(z). Note that the restriction 
(15Y x [0, l] is a deformation of x through the tower ( Si( X)), with t( %’ x [l/i, 11) c 
S,(x) for each i. 
Now suppose % admits a growth boundary set 3. Then S( x9) = %, and S( %) must 
be a aZ-set in 5%‘. Conversely, if S(X) ia aZ-set in 2, then every compact subset 
of S( %?) is a Z-set in Yt’, and it is easily verified that %5’ has the disjoint cells property: 
for every pair of maps J; g : Q+ 28” and E > 0, there exist maps 3 g’: Q+ X with 
f(Q) n g(Q) = 8, d (f, f) < e, and d (g, g) < E. Then the Q-manifold characterization 
theorem of Torunczyk [19] implies that x= Q, and the expansion homotopy 5 
shows that S( %!p) is a deformation boundary set for X Thus the existence of growth 
boundary sets in X is equivalent to S(X) being a aZ-set in X, we say that % is 
admissible if this condition is satisfied. In general, admissibility is stronger than 
x= Q, but for %’ an inclusion hyperspace they are equivalent (see Section 4). 
When %5’ is admissible we seek conditions under which the growth boundary set 
S(x) contains an f-d cap set, or is a cap set, for X Of course, any such conditions 
will give corresponding results for all growth boundary sets in x, since they all 
contain S(x). To facilitate the statement of our results we introduce the following 
notation. Let NF(X) = {x E X: no neighborhood of x is a finite graph}, and let 
LNF(X) denote the set of limit points of NF(X). Both NF(X) and LNF(X) are 
compact, with LNF(X) c NF(X). Note that NF(X) = 0 if and only if X is a finite 
graph, and NF(X) = X if and only if X contains no free arcs. 
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3.2. Theorem. For A E 2x, let X be the admissible inclusion hyperspace 2X(A). Then: 
(i) S( 8’) always contains an f-d cap set for %‘, and S( Z’) is an f-d cap set if and 
only if either X is a finite graph or A = NF(X) = {point}; 
(ii) S( %‘) is a cap set for X if and only if A c LNF( X); 
(iii) T(x) is a cap set for SY. 
3.3. Theorem. For A E 2x, let SV be the growth hyperspace C(X; A). Then: 
(i) ,% is admissible if and only if %‘= Q if and only if A c NF(X); 
(ii) S( %‘) is an f-d cap set for X if and only if A = NF(X) = {point}; 
(iii) S(x) is a cap setfor %T ifand only ifAc LNF(X). 
The above results can also be applied to the inclusion hyperspace 22 and the 
growth hyperspace GA(X), since the quotient map X + X/A = X* induces homeo- 
morphisms 22 = 2:* and GA(X) = C,(X*) which preserve growth hyperspaces 
(p E X* is the point corresponding to A). Thus (2:, S(2:)) = (2:*, S(2:*)) and 
(GA(X), S(G,(X))) = (C,(X*), S(C,(X*))). 
The proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are given in Sections 4-6. Our results 
naturally suggest the following questions: 
(a) Does the growth skeleton S(Z) of an admissible growth hyperspace always 
contain an f-d cap set for X? With regard to (3.3), we can show that S(C(X; A)) 
contains an f-d cap set if A = {point} c NF(X). 
(b) If X contains no free arcs and X is admissible, is S(x) always a cap set for 
x9? 
(c) If X is an inclusion hyperspace such that T(x) is a aZ-set in %‘, is T(X) 
always a cap set? 
4. Proofs of admissibility results 
As d is convex metric the Peano X; 5 the expansion 
and p Hausdorl? metric 2x induced d. 
Since L- Q, following result that 2X(A) admissible. 
4.1. Proposition. Every inclusion hyperspace homeomorphic to Q is admissible. 
Proof. Let X be such a hyperspace of X. To show that S(%‘) is a crZ-set in 2 we 
construct, for arbitrary E > 0, a map T: X+ X\S(X) such that ~(7, id) < E. Since 
Z= Q there exists a map 17 : 5V+ X\(X) with ~(7, id) <a&. By compactness there 
exists 6 > 0 such that p( q(H), X) > S for every H E E, we may assume 6 <ia. Let 
~(X)={FE~~: F is finite}. It is shown in [ 1 l] that there exists a map (Y : 2x + 9(X) 
with p(a, id) <is. Then the desired map T: X+ 9? may be defined by the formula 
T(H) = V(H)U (Y(5(V(H),%)) 
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for all H E %!. We have T(H) E X since T(H) 1 n(H). Also, ~(T(H), H) < 
$E +;F +a& = E. And since 7(H) has a degenerate component (an isolated point 
outside t( v( H), $)), T(H) cannot be an element of S(Z). 0 
4.2. Example. There exists a growth hyperspace homeomorphic to Q which is not 
admissible. 
Proof. Let X={XER~: /xjl~3}, A={xER’: Ilxll~l}, and B={~ER~: 
1 G llxll~2). Take Z?= C,(X) u C,(X). Since X contains no free arcs, the hyper- 
spaces C,(X), C,(X), and C,(X) n C,(X) = C,,,(X) are all homeomorphic to 
Q. It was shown in [6] that for every nondegenerate Peano continuum Y with no 
free arcs, for every D E 2y with int D # 0, and every E >O, there exists a map 
g:2y+2y\2g such that p(g,id)<q g(F)\D=F\D for every FEDS, and 
g( C( Y)) c C(Y). Applying this to X and A, we see that C,,,(X) is a Z-set in 
C,(X); the application to X and B shows that C,,,(X) is a Z-set in C,(X). Thus 
%= Q, but S(g) cannot be a aZ-set in Z’, since C,,,(X) = S(x) and C,,,(X) 
separates 3Z. 
Virtually the identical argument shows that for the admissible inclusion hyperspace 
%= 22 u 2:, the inclusion skeleton T(x) is not a C-Z-set in Z. 
For the proof that C(X; A) is admissible when A c NF(X), and also in the proof 
of a key lemma in Section 6, we find it convenient to use partitions of X. A partition 
of a space is a finite collection $9 of mutually disjoint connected open subsets whose 
closures cover the space. We will always assume that each partition element is the 
interior of its closure. Given a partition 9 of X and y E X, we may obtain a partition 
which has an element containing y by replacing (if necessary) the subcollection 
??‘y = {P E 9: y E P} with a single larger element Py = int(cl(l_i 9,)). The basic result 
we need concerning partitions of a Peano continuum X is due to Bing [4] and 
Moise [ 171: for every F > 0, there exists a partition 9 of X such that mesh 9 < E 
and the closure of each partition element is a Peano continuum. For each element 
P of such a partition, it is easily seen that there exists a finite graph Tc P such 
that the space IJ {Q: Q E 9\{ P} with Q n p # 0) u T is connected (and therefore a 
Peano continuum). We say that T is a P-connecting graph. ‘J 
4.3. Lemma. Let U c X be a neighborhood of a point of NF(X), and let A E 2x. Then 
there exists a proper Peano continuum Y c X with Y 1 X\ U, and a map 4 : X + C( Y) 
such that: 
(i) 4(x) = {x} ifxc Y; 
(ii) 4(x) c ZJ if xE U; 
(iii) 4(x) n A #p) zfx E A. 
Proof. Choose y E NF(X) n int U. We may assume y E A, since otherwise condition 
(iii) follows from condition (i) if U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of y. Choose 
a partition 9 of X such that for some PEP, ycP and K=u{Q: QE~ with 
Q n p # 0) c U Let Tc P be a P-connecting graph such that y E T. Take Y = 
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contains the (l/i)-neighborhood of some point}, and Si(C(X)) ={ME C(X): M 
contains the (l/i)-neighborhood of some point}. We say that FE Si(2x) is (l/i)- 
substantial. 
For a compactum K we consider cone K = [0, l] x K/(l) x K, with the cone 
vertex ZI corresponding to the subset (1) x K. 
5.2. Lemma. Let U c X be a nonempty open subset. Then for each n there exists for 
some i an imbedding H: Cone I” + Si(2x) such that H(v) = X and H(t, q) 1 X\ U 
for all (t, q) E Cone I”. Moreover, zf U contains no free arcs, there exists for some i an 
imbedding H : Cone I”O+ S,(C(X)) satisfying the same conditions. 
Proof. First, suppose there exists a free arc (Y in U. Choose an ordered sequence 
{PI,..., P~“+~} of distinct points in int (Y. We consider I” = [0, 11”. For (t, (qi)) E 
ConeI”,setr,=t,ri=t+(1-t)qi,andsi=1-ri,fori=1,...,n.Thedesiredimbed- 
ding H : Cone I” + S(2x) is defined by the formula 
H(t, (qi))=X\U ‘i(Pli+l, riPzi+l+siPzi+d: =O, 1, -. .v nl. 
Clearly, im H c Si(2x) for some i. 
Now suppose U contains no free arcs. Then U c NF(X), and by Lemma 4.3 
there exists a proper subcontinuum Y c X with Y I> X\ U. Since X\ Y c U contains 
no free arcs, we have C,(X) = I” [7]. For any homeomorphism h, : I’O+ C,(X) 
and a homeomorphism h, : Cone I” + I” with h,(v) = h;‘(X), the homeomorphism 
H = h, 0 h, satisfies the stated conditions (we may assume int Y # 0). I? 
We can now show that the growth skeleton S(2X(A)) contains an f-d cap set for 
2X(A). As noted in Section 3, 2X(A) deforms through the tower (Si(2X(A))), where 
Si(2”(A)) = {G E 2x: G is (l/i)-substantial and G contains the (l/i)-neighborhood 
of some point of A}. We show that this tower is finitely expansive; the f-d cap set 
result then follows from (1.1). For x E X and E > 0, let N(x, E) denote the open 
ball {y E X: d(x, y) < E} and N(x, E) the closed ball {y E X: d(x, y) i e} = 5((x), e). 
Let I = [0, 11. 
5.3. Lemma. There exists for each i an imbedding h: Si(2”(A)) x I+ Sj(2X(A)), for 
some j > i, with h( G, 0) = G for all G. 
Proof. Choose finite sets E c A and F c X such that E is a (1/2i)-net for A, F is 
a (1/2i)-net for X, and E n F = 9). We may assume that each point of F has a 
neighborhood which either is a free arc or contains no free arcs. Choose 0 < E < 1/2i 
such that the &-neighborhoods of points of E u F are mutually disjoint, and such 
that F = F,, u F1 , with the s-neighborhood of each y E F0 lying in a free arc and the 
&-neighborhood of each y E F, containing no free arcs. Let %‘= {GE 2x: each 
component of G contains N(y, E) for some y E F, and G contains N(a, E) for some 
a E E}. Then Si(2x(A))c Z+V, and for some j such that l/j< E, we construct an 
imbedding h : XX I + X of the required type, where .?Z = {G E 2x : G is l/j-substan- 
tial and G 3 N(a, E) for some a E E} c Sj(2X(A)). 
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For each y E F, set U, = N(y, +E), BY = N(y, $), and 0, = &(X\N(y, f~), +E). 
Then B,, and D,, are disjoint compacta, and by Lemma 5.1 there exists order arcs 
p,,~,:~~2Xsuchthat~,(O)=By,~~(O)=Dy,~y(f)n~~(f)=0fort<1,and~,(l)u 
S,( 1) = x. 
Let n = 2 card F,,. For each y E F. there exists by Lemma 5.2 an imbedding 
f, : Cone I” + &(2x) for some k, such that f,(v) = X and f,(t, q) =) X\ U, for all 
( t, q). For y E FI there exists an imbedding f, : Cone I” + S,( C(X)) satisfying these 
conditions. 
Since N(y, E) is a free arc for each y E F,, and since each component of each 
G E %? contains an E-ball, each open set N(y, E)\G must be a subinterval (possibly 
empty). Thus there exists for each y E F, a map 6, : X+ 1’ such that e,(G) f 6,( G’) 
if G n N(y, E) # G’ n N(y, E). Taking the product of the maps { 0,: y E F,}, we obtain 
a map 13~: X+ I” (recall that n.= 2 card F,) such that 6’,(G) # &,( G’) if G n N(y, E) Z 
G’nN(y, E) for any yeF,,. 
Define a map e : X x I + C(X) by the formulas 
e(x, t) = 
I 
{XI xEX\U{Ny,E):yEFI; 
mx,(E--(x,Y)w), XEN(Y,&), YEE 
We also let e denote the induced map C(X) x I+ C(X). 
For each y E F and G E %‘, let T,,(G) denote the smallest value of f (if one exists) 
for which e( G, t) 2 N(y, $), and set T,,(G) = 1 otherwise. Then each 7,, : Yt’+ I is a 
map, and for each GE Ye, T,,(G) = 0 for some y E F. 
For each y E F and G E %, let G,, = G n f(y, E). We construct the desired imbed- 
ding h : Xx I + X, with h( G, 0) = G for all G, by first defining, for each y E F such 
that G,, # 0, a certain compacturn h,,( G, t) c ff(y, E). We then define h by the formula 
h(G, t) =U {h,(G, t): G, #0lu (G\U {N(Y, E): Y E F)). 
ForyEF,,, GExwwith G,#0,andO-t < < 1, the compacturn h,(G, T) is defined 
as follows: 
(1) for fs~~ (G), h,(G, t) = e(G,, t); 
(2) for ta T,,(G), 
For y E Fl, hy( G, t) is defined by the same formula, with the following 
modifications. First, the parameter t is replaced everywhere by t. min{ TY( G): y E F,,}. 
Thus if G 1 N(x, +E) for some x E F,, then h,,( G, t) = G,, for every y E Fl with G, # 0. 
Also, the map 8,: X+ I” is replaced by an arbitrary imbedding f&: SY+ I” (recall 
that for y E F, , domain f, = Cone I”). 
Obviously, h( G, 0) = G for all G. The verification that h is a map of XX I into 
x is straightforward. We discuss briefly the reasons why h is an imbedding. To 
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begin with, h( X x (0, 11) n 2 = 0. For suppose that rY( G) = 0 for y E F,, . Then for 
t > 0, h,( G, t) has a component lying in N(y, +E). Such a component of h,,( G, t) is 
also a component of h( G, t), which is therefore not an element of X And if T~( G) > 0 
for each y E F,, then rY( G) = 0 for some y E F,, and the same argument applies, 
since t . min{ rY( F): y E FO} > 0. 
Now consider distinct elements (G, t) and (G’, t’) of xx (0, 11. If G = G’, then 
t # t’ and it is clear from the formulas that h,,( G, t) # h,,( G, t’) for some y E F with 
7Y ( G) = 0. Suppose G# G’. If r,,(G) =0= r,,(G’) for y, y’~ F,, then 
h(G, t)\U {N(x, E): x E F,} = G\U {N(x, E): x E F,,}, and similarly for h(G’, t’). If 
h(G, t) = h(G’, t’), then G\U{N(x, E): x E Fo} = G’\lJ {N(x, E): XE F,}. And since 
h( G, t) has a component in N(y, ;E), we must have fJ,( G) = &( G’), which implies 
G n N(x, E) = G’n N(x, E) for each x E F,. Thus G = G’, contrary to hypothesis. 
Finally, suppose T,,(G) > 0 for each y E Fo. Then rY( G) = 0 for some y E Fl , and 
h(G, t) has a component in N(y, c/2). Then 8,(G) f 8,(G’) implies h,(G, t) # 
h,,( G’, t’) (assuming Gb # 0). Thus h( G, t) f h( G’, 1’). 0 
To complete the proof of part (i) of Theorem 3.2, it remains to show that S(2x (A)) 
is an f-d cap set for 2x(A) if and only if either X is a graph or A = NF(X) = {point}. 
In either case, each compact hyperspace Si(2”(A)) is finite-dimensional, thus 
S(2X(A)) = UT Si(2X(A)) . IS a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta. 
Since S(2X(A)) contains an f-d cap set, it is an f-d cap set. 
If neither of the above cases obtains, there exist a E A and x E NF(X) with a # x. 
Let K be a continuum with a E int K and x @ K, and let J be an arc between a and 
x. For the continuum M = K u J, we have C,(X) c S( C(X; A)) c S(2X(A)), and 
x E NF(X) implies there exists an imbedding of I” into C,(X) (use an infinite 
star or flag at x; see Section 6). Thus S(2X(A)) is not countable-dimensional, 
therefore not an f-d cap set. Of course, this argument also shows that S(C(X; A)) 
is not an f-d cap set. 
Finally, to complete the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 3.3, we show that 
S( C(X; A)) is an f-d cap set if A = {p} = NF(X). In this case S(C,(X)) is obviously 
a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta, so it remains only to verify that 
S(C,(X)) contains an f-d cap set. We show that the tower (S,(C,(X))) through 
which S(C,,(X)) deforms is finitely expansive. Given i, we must construct an 
imbedding e: S,( C,(X)) x I + Sj( C,(X)), for some j > i, such that e(M, 0) = M 
for all M. Note that S,(C,(X))={MEC(X): M~fi(p,l/i)}=C,~(X), with 
fi = N(p, l/i). Since NF(X) = {p}, X\(p) is locally a graph. 
There are two cases to consider for the Peano continuum #. First, suppose N 
contains a circle. Let (Y be a free arc lying in a circle, with p @ (Y. Let y be an interior 
point of (Y, and a, 6 its endpoints. Define a map g : I + C( fi) by the formulas 
1 N\(ta+(l-t)y,tb+(l-t)y), ift>O, g(t)= fi if t = 0. 
The desired imbedding e is defined by e( M, t) = g(t) u (M\N). 
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Now suppose 15 is acyclic. Then &r is a dendron, and since # is not a graph, 
there exists an endpoint b of X\{p} in n! Let v be the vertex adjacent to b, and 
define a map g : I + C(N) by the formulas 
%(tu+(l-t)b,bl, ift>O, 
N if t = 0. 
As before, define the imbedding e by e(M, t) = g(t) u (M\N). 
The above argument for the finitely expansive character of the tower (Si( C,(X))) 
works as well in the more general case that p E NF( X)\LNF( X), since some deleted 
neighborhood fi( p, E)\(P) is again a local graph. Thus S(C,(X)) contains an f-d 
cap set for C,,(X) if p E NF(X)\LNF(X). And if p E LNF(X), then part (iii) of 
Theorem 3.3 implies that S(C,(X)) is a cap set. Thus S(C,(X)) contains an f-d 
cap set whenever p E NF(X). 
6. Proofs of cap set results 
For x E NF(X), it is easy to see that at least one of the following occurs: 
(1) there exists a sequence of arcs { (Y~} in X with x as a common endpoint, such 
that each (Y~ n aj = {x} and ai + {x}; or 
(2) there exists an arc u with x as an endpoint, and a sequence of mutually 
disjoint arcs {czi} such that each u n (Yi is an endpoint of (Y, and cri + {x}. 
In case (1) we call the dendron D = Uy ai an in$nite star at x, and in case (2) 
we call D = UT czi u u an injinite flag at x. We say that a coinpactum Kc X is 
D-jinite if there exists an integer n such that K n D c IJ: CQ in case (l), or K n 
II c iJy ai u CT in case (2). Suppose x E P E 9, where 9’ is a partition of X such 
that P is a Peano continuum. Clearly, we may construct a P-connecting graph in 
p which contains x and is D-finite. 
6.1. Lemma. Let D be an injinite star or jag at y E X, and U an open neighborhood 
of y. Then there exists a map g : X x I + C(X) such that: 
(i) g(x, 0) = {x} for all x; 
(ii) g(x, t) = {x} for all x E X\ U, all t; 
(iii) for every 6 > 0 there exists a D-jinite compactum K such that g(x, t) c K for 
allx, t26; 
(iv) for every 6 > 0 there exists a neighborhood N(y) such that y E g(x, t) for all 
XE N(y), ts6. 
Proof. There exists a sequence of partitions { Si} of X, and a corresponding sequence 
of partition elements {Pi}, each P, E 9i, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) YEP~ for each i; 
(2) diam Pi + 0; 
(3) pi is a Peano continuum for each i; 
(4) F,c u; 
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(5) IJ{Q: QE9i and QnPi#@}cP,_r foreach i. 
For each i let T c pi be a P,-connecting graph which contains y and is D-finite. 
Set Xi = (X\Pi) U Tl U * - * u Tie Then each Xi is a Peano continuum containing y; 
each Xi is D-finite; Xi c X,+r; and UT Xi = X. Also, Xi n Fj is a Peano continuum 
for each j < i. 
Since each hyperspace C(X, n 4_,) is an AR, there exists a map hi: pi-+ 
C(Xi n R-r) with hi(x) = {x} for every x E {y} u bd Pi. (Take PO = X). These maps 
may be used to construct a homotopy h : X x I + C(X) with the following properties: 
(1) h(x, t)=(x) for every x~{y}u(X\P~) and t<l/i; 
(2) h(x, t)~ p(-, for every XE pi and t s l/i; 
(3) h(X, t) C Xi for all X, t2 l/i. 
(For t = l/i, set h(x, l/i) = hi(x) if XE pii, and h(x, l/i) = {x} otherwise. For l/(i+ 
1) G t s l/i and x E pi, use an equiconnecting structure in the AR hyperspace 
C(X,+r n pi_l) to define h(x, t)). Note that (1) implies h(x, 0) = {x} for all x, and 
h(x, t) = {x} for all x E X\ U and all t. Property (2) insures continuity of h at (y, 0). 
Since Xi is D-finite, the map h satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in the 
statement of the lemma. 
To obtain a map also satisfying condition (iv), we use partial expansions in the 
Peano continua {Xi}. For each i let di be a convex metric on Xi such that di 2 d (a 
convex metric on X). Let Ni(x, t) denote the closed ball {z E Xi: di(x, z) s t}. Let 
s: X + I be a map with s(X\ U) = 0 and s(p,) = 1. Define a map vi : C(Xi) x I+ 
C(Xi) by the formula T~(M, t) = U {Ni(x, t. s(x)): x E M}. Then the desired map 
g : X x I + C(X) is defined by the formula 
g(x, r)=~i+l(h(x, r), (i+l)r-1)~ qi+*(h(x, r), l-it), 
for l/(i+l)Gtsl/i, and g(x,O)={x}. (Thus g(x, l/i)=vi+r(h(x, t), l/i) for each 
i). Condition (ii) remains satisfied, and since g(x, t) c Xi+, for t 2 l/i, g also satisfies 
condition (iii). Since h(y, t) = {y} for all t, and since y E Xi for each i, it is easy to 
see that g satisfies condition (iv). 0 
6.2. Lemma. Let D be an injinite star or jlag at y. Then there exists a contraction 
r : C,(D) x I + C,(D) and an imbedding A : I”+ C,(D) such that: 
(i) r( n/r, 1) = M and r( M, 0) = {y} for all M; 
(ii) forq#q’andt+t’>O, Kur(h(q), t)#Kur(h(q’), t’)foranyD-jinitecom- 
pactum K. 
Proof. Suppose D = Uy ai u (+ is a flag; the construction for a star is similar. Write 
(Yi = [Si, ai], with si E a, and pick bi E int ai. Let N= Uy ~j be a partition of the 
natural numbers into infinite subsets. With I” = n: [0, 11, the desired imbedding 
A : I”+ C,,(D) is defined by the formula 
A((qj))=U{[si,qjai+(l-qj)bi]: iEN,,j=l,2 ,... }uc. 
The contraction r is induced by a contraction D x I + D which first contracts a, to 
s,, then contracts u = [y, s,] to [y, sz], next contracts a2 to s2, etc. 0 
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We can now show that the tower (Si(2X(A))) is expansive if AC LNF(X). The 
imbedding to be constructed preserves continua, hence (Si( C(X; A))) is also expan- 
sive. In the following proof we take Cone I”= [0, l] x I”/(O) x I”, with the cone 
vertex v corresponding to (0) x I”. 
6.3. Lemma. Suppose A c LNF(X). Then for each i there exists an imbedding 
h : Si(2”(A)) X Cone Im+ $(2”(A)), f or some j > i, such that h( G, v) = G for all G. 
Furthermore, each h(G, t, q) has no greater number of components than does G. 
Proof. Let E c A be a finite (1/2i)-net for A. Since E c LNF(X), there exists a 
finite set F c NF(X) such that E and F are disjoint amd each point of E is within 
1/4i of a point of F. Choose O< E < 1/4i such that E is less than the minimum 
distance between points of E and F and less than half the minimum distance 
between distinct points of F. For each y E F take U, = N(y, E), and let D, c U, be 
an infinite star or flag at y. Let g, : X x Z + C(X) be a map given by Lemma 6.1. 
Since g,,(x, 0) = {x} for all x and the neighborhoods {U,: y E F} have disjoint 
closures, we may assume also that U {g,,(x, t): x E U,,, t E I} is disjoint from each 
U,., y’ # y. Let g : X x Z + C(X) be the map defined by the formulas 
g(x, t) = 
1 
g,(x, r), ifx E D,, Y E F; 
(x), 
ifxEX\lJ{U,:yEF}. 






g(x, 0) = {x} for all x; 
g(x, t)=(x) for xEX\U{U,,:yEF}, tEZ; 
for every S > 0 the compacturn lJ {g(x, t): x E X, t 5 6) is D,,-finite for each 
YEF; 
for each y E F there exists a map T Y: X x (0, l] + I such that r,,(y, t) = 1 for 
all t > 0 and T,,(x, t) = 0 if yg (x, t). 
The last property derives from the fact that there exists a neighborhood of the closed 
subset {y} x (0, l] in XX (0, l] which is disjoint from the subset {(x, t): y & g(x, t)}. 
Extend g to g :2x x I + 2x by setting g( G, t) = IJ {g(x, t): x E G}, and extend each 
rY to T,, :2x x (0, l] + I by setting T,,(G, t) = max{Ty(x, t): x E G}. 
For each D,,, let rY: C,(D,) x I-+ C,,(D,) and A,: Zm+ C,(D,) be the retraction 
and imbedding given by Lemma 6.2. By using a smaller version of D,, in the definition 
of A,, we may assume that for every q E I” and t E Z, K u r,(h,(q), t) a DY for any 
D,,-finite compacturn K. Let 8: Si(2X(A))~Cone I”+ I” be an imbedding. The 
desired imbedding h is defined by the formulas 
h(G t, 4) = 
G, ift=O; 
g(G, r) u U {r,(&(~(G, t, q)), t* T,,(G, t)): YE Fng(G, t)}, if t>O. 
In verifying the continuity of h, one uses the fact that T,,( G, t) > 0 only if y E g( G, t). 
We claim that im h c S’(2X(A)) for some j. Each GE Si(2”(A)) contains N(a, l/i) 
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for some a E A. Then N(a, l/i) 3 N(e, 1/2i) for some e E E, and since E is disjoint 
from each u,,, y E F, there exists j 2 2i such that each N(e, l/j) c X\lJ {o,,: y E F}. 
It follows that h( G, t, q) 2 g( G, t) = N( e, l/j). Each component of h( G, t, q) con- 
tains g(M, t), for some component M of G, and M = N(x, l/i) for some x. Since 
{ 0,: y E F} is a finite collection of disjoint closed sets with diameters less than 1/2i, 
it follows that for some j, each neighborhood N(x, l/i) contains a neighborhood 
N(x’, l/j) which is disjoint from each u,. Thus the component of h( G, t, q) contains 
g(M t) 3 g(N(x’, l/j), t) = N(x’, l/j). 
We claim that h is an imbedding. For t > 0, each g( G, t) is D,-finite for each 
y E F. It follows from the hypotheses on rY and A, that h( G, t, q) does not contain 
any 0,. Since for each GE Si(2”(A)), G 1 N(e, 1/2i) 2 N(y, 1/4i) 1 U, 1 DY for 
some e E E, y E F, h(G, t, q) cannot be an element of Si(2”(A)). Now consider 
(G, t, q) # (G’, t’, q’), with t. t’> 0. For some y E F we have y E D, c G, hence 
r,,( G, t) = 1 and y E g( G, t). Since both g( G, t) and g( G’, t’) are D,,-finite, and since 
D,,, is disjoint from D, for each y’# y, the condition (ii) of (6.2) implies that 
h( G, t, q) # h( G’, t’, q’). 0 
By the preceding lemma and Theorem l.l., it follows that S(2X(A)) and 
S(C(X; A)) are cap sets for 2X(A) and C(X; A), respectively, if AC LNF(X). 
Now suppose Ag LNF(X), and consider a E A\LNF(X). If a & NF(X), then some 
closed neighborhood M of a is a graph. For each i, {G E Si(2X(A)): G c int M} is 
a finite-dimensional subspace of Si(2x( A)); thus the nonempty open subset {G E 
S(2X(A)): Gc int M} of S(2X(A)) is countable-dimensional, and S(2X(A)) cannot 
be a cap set. If a E NF(X), then a is an isolated point of NF(X), and we may 
assume also that a is an isolated point of A, otherwise A\NF(X) # 0 and the 
previous argument applies. There exists a closed neighborhood M of a such that 
M\(a) is locally a graph. Again, the nonempty open subset {G E S(2X(A)): G c 
int M} of S(2X(A)) is countable-dimensional, and S(2X(A)) is not a cap set. And 
by the same argument S(C(X; A)) is not a cap set, This completes the proof of 
part (ii) of Theorem 3.2 and part (iii) of Theorem 3.3). 
It remains to show that the inclusion skeleton T(2X(A)) is always a cap set for 
2X(A). For each i, set T,(~“(A))={FE~~: F~N(u,l/i) for some UEA}; then 
T(2X(A)) =l_lp T(2”(A)). We show that each T(2”(A)) is a Z-set in 2X(A), and 
that ( Ti(2”(A))) is an expansive tower. Since the expansion homotopy 5 provides 
a deformation of 2x (A) through the tower ( Ti(2x (A))), Theorem 1.1 implies that 
T(2X(A)) is a cap set. 
We use the following result from [6]: for every DE 2x with int D #P, and for 
every E > 0, there exists a map g : 2x +2x\2z withp(g,id)<.s andg(F)\D=F\D 
for every FE 2x. Now consider a neighborhood N of some a E A. If a E bd A, there 
exists D c N with int D # 0 and D n A = 0; if a E int A, there exists D c N with 
int D # 0 and D c int A. In either case an application of the above result shows that 
2;(A) =2gc-12~(A) is a Z-set in 2X(A), hence 25(A) is a Z-set in 2X(A). This 
implies that each Ti(2X(A)) is a Z-set in 2X(A). 
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Let {a,, . . . , a,,,}~ A be a (1/2i)-net for A. Then Ti(2X(A))c IJy 2Ek, where Nk 
is the closed (1/2i)-neighborhood of uk, k= 1,. . . , m. For each k there exist 
compacta Dk and Mk with Dk v Mk c N k, int Dk #8, akEint Mk, and (IJI: Dk)n 
(Uy Mk) = 0. Again, the result from [6] shows that (Uy 2&) n (Uy 25,) is a Z-set 
in IJ y 2&. Since IJ y Mk is a proper subset of X, the inclusion hyperspace U y 25, 
is homeomorphic to Q [8]. Thus there exists an imbedding e: (IJT 2&) n 
(UT 25,) x I”O+ IJy 2& with e(F, (0,. . .))= F for each F. Since T,(2X(A))c 
(UT %I?,) A CU’: 2X,,) and UY’ 2ii c Tj(2X(A)) for somej, it follows that the tower 
( Ti(2x (A))) is expansive. 
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